Barebones presents the 26th Annual Halloween Puppet Extravaganza

and the fires will burn...
Directors’ Notes

From Co-Director Angie Courchaine:

“And the fires will burn…” provides an opportunity to contemplate our ties to both nature and other humans within the sometimes extreme undulations of the natural and sociopolitical world. The brief life cycle of a single dandelion is overlaid with varied rhythms of natural, human, and imagined destruction, rot, and regrowth. How can we practice empathy? How do we grow together when our struggles and successes are all different, and sometimes we cause each others’ suffering? How do we know when and what to transform?

From Co-Director Rah Diavola:

Resilience and Hope. When asked about this year’s theme, that is my answer. As the seasons change and the veil thins, we take time to reflect on everything that is, all that has passed and that which is yet to come. The cycles of life and death, grief and loss, struggle and success carry on. We put our gardens to bed and bundle in our cocoons to weather the long, dark and cold nights that lay ahead. We take time to go inward, to heal, to transform. We struggle to break free from all that holds us back as we search for light. We hold onto hope for spring’s renewal.

We chose the dandelion as thru line because of its simplicity. Within that simplicity, there is potency. Dandelions are a symbol of resistance, resilience and hope. They grow through the cracks and spread their seeds blown with wishes upon the wind and water. They are seen as weeds to be poisoned and destroyed. Yet they are brilliant medicinal healers and readily available food for all. Dandelions continue to flourish and provide nourishment in spite of it all.

Thru all of our struggles, our heartbreak, confusion, grief and loss we must carry on. Find hope in the seeds scattered on the wind. In the river that rushes on. The webs that continue to weave and in the fires that still burn. It is an honor to be a part of this process. We are honored to share it with you.

From Both Co-Directors:

In line with BareBones’ year of regeneration, we wanted to create a nourishing environment in all aspects of the show. With that in mind, along with the perpetual BareBones theme of individual and collective grief, we came to the community with the following questions:

What nourishes you?
What/How are we grieving?
What do we need to release?
How do we hold one another up?
How do we heal together?

Rather than choosing to illustrate one particular story, we looked at how the many stories and images from our community collided and converged. Along with the rest of the natural world, we struggle and overcome, again and again. Bearing witness to each others’ varied struggles and successes, we create space to grieve together, transform when necessary, and grow, even out of rot and destruction. Like eternal fires, we are resilient.

We are so grateful to all of the artists, staff & volunteers that come together to breathe life into this magical and immense project. It is a truly heartwarming example of what community can accomplish when we work together. Thank you all! PUPPETS!!!!

Since 1994, BareBones Productions has presented the Annual Halloween Outdoor Puppet Extravaganza, a community-created spectacle pageant of larger-than-life puppetry, drama, stilting, dance, fire, music, and song that honors the circle of life by celebrating its arc of death through the seasonal metaphors of Fall. The themes of our collaborative and original storyboards have included such myriad sources as the Russian folktale of “Baba Yaga and her Fearsome Trials”, the idea of “Rot and Compost as Creative Forces”, the ancient Sumerian myth of “Inanna’s Descent to the Underworld”, and Ray Bradbury’s novel “Something Wicked This Way Comes”.

The pageant always includes a section where members of the audience are invited, through a public name-calling ceremony, to honor friends and relations who have passed on. Everyone has a chance afterward to honor the dead privately with the help of artistic installations such as a walking labyrinth of raked leaves and the “the Altar to the Dead”, an ofrenda set up at the edge of the pageant site. After the performance, the audience joins the cast and crew in enjoying hot food and drink served by ‘Sisters’ Camelot, Minneapolis’ free organic food distribution collective, and raucous dancing with live music performed by local bands. During the past twenty-four years, the show has grown from one performance to six and our audience has grown from around 100 to over 6,500.
HAUNTED TUNNEL
Set on a wooded path that leads to the pageant site are spinning figures of endangered creatures, our cousins on the tree of life. Their spinning creates a flicker between their lives in the flesh and their skeletons. A few steps further down the path are glowing cocoons struggling to release the metamorphoses within.

FATES
Three crones weave the web of everything that is, was and shall be. They retreat to their sacred fires to spin cocoons in preparation for transformation.

DANDELIONS
Dandelions are a symbol of resistance and resilience. Growing through the cracks and spreading wishes and hope upon the wind and water.

RIVER
We are crafting a narrative about the nature of planetary extinction using familiar landscapes. We chose a river as the setting because we feel strongly about the sacredness of water and the importance of protecting it. We hope to create a moment of awareness and reflection.

BAGGAGE
What are the things in the world that weigh us down, hold us back? What baggage do we take on and carry? What do put on others? Will we ever be free of these anchors?

WEB AND SWARM
Free from the weights, transformation ensues. Once again challenges are faced. Some moths fly free, while others are ensnared in the web. We glimpse into the web of life that includes the creatures that hide in the dark cracks of our world and swarm in the light.

SWOOP
As the web of life continues, owls swoop in to feed on what the spiders have prepared. Some creatures are eaten, others are freed.

GHOST OWL
In honor and memoriam of our dearly beloved, Soozin Hirschmugl

FIRES OF DESTRUCTION
The fires of destruction clear the way for new growth

CALLING OF THE NAMES
We invite you to call out the names of your beloved dead and join us in song of remembrance.

FATES
As the sacred fires burn, the fates begin their emergence from the dark cocoons. An egg hatches new life, rising from the flames. Fire birds dance of transformation, bringing hope for new life.

COMPOST
The wind washes the leaves and seeds together again. From the compost, new growth emerges.

RIVER
The river washes it all away again and the cycle continues.

AND THE FIRES STILL BURN…….

WHEN WE ARE GONE THEY WILL REMAIN
Join us in our call and response closing song.
ON PLACE

BareBones’ Halloween show has been at this location for what feels like many years. We love the open space for our puppets and audience. We love the big old trees and the river so close. We feel the beauty and power of this space. We think it is essential to acknowledge the many meanings and legacy of this place. Since 1887 this area has been called Hidden Falls Regional Park. Before that, this whole area was known to the Dakota People as a Bdote (A Bdote is a place where waters meet.) This park is very close to the Bdote. The Bdote is the sacred place of origin for the Dakota—near what is now Fort Snelling. What is now called Hidden Falls Park is also very close to other sacred and healing sites of the Dakota who lived here for thousands and thousands of years.

In 1862 the white military and white settlers turned the Dakota sacred sites into places of poison and genocide. The government attempted to eradicate the Dakota culture and drive all the Dakota people from the state or make them invisible. Some of us in this park tonight are probably the direct descendants of the military or the settlers or the dislocated Dakota people. Even those of us who aren’t direct descendants, owe our current way of life to that history. And the Dakota people and the river and trees hold specific memory and scars of those times. White culture and government still subjugate Dakota people and try to make them invisible. There are still Indigenous communities in Minnesota: Upper Sioux, Lower Sioux Indian, Shakopee Mdewakanton, Prairie Island, and Mendota Mdewakanton (seeking to be federally recognized).

BareBones artists are not policy makers or historians. We make trash into beautiful puppets. In that same spirit of transformation, we humbly offer this performance as a tiny step towards healing our relationship with this land and all who have lived here.

BUY A BALE

Email bales@barebonespuppets.org to reserve yours now. $6/bale, 11 for the price of 10. Please include # of bales desired and best way to reach you. Pick-up at Hidden Falls Regional Park, 1305 S Mississippi Blvd, St. Paul Sunday, November 3rd, 11am - 5pm

You can reserve your bales for pick up after the show. On our last show Saturday November 2nd, you can purchase as many bales as you can take with you. Stop by the merchandising tent for more details...

CLEAN UP NIGHT

Want to take home a puppet or part of the show? Join us for the Community Clean Up Night! Volunteer to help us with clean up Tuesday, November 5 from 7PM to 9PM AT In the Heart of the Beast Theater 1500 E Lake St, Minneapolis, MN 55407 Many puppets and props will be available for free or purchase at the end of cleanup
CALLING OF NAMES

An annual tradition at the Barebones Halloween Extravaganza is the calling of the names. Each year at some point during the ceremony the performers enter the stage with hand held lanterns and start singing "We remember, we remember, we remember...", at this point you will hear members of the cast as well as audience members call out names. These are the names of people who have past and are being remembered and honored. This is a community moment of honoring and remembering the dead. All are invited to participate, if so moved, to call out names of ancestors, friends, or family members who have passed to honor their memories.

ALTAR TO THE DEAD

Starri Hedges,
Iyababa Langlu F’Legun Fakoya

Witches worldwide honor Halloween as the time when the veil between the worlds of the living and the dead is thinnest. Many other cultural traditions also honor the dead at this time of year. The Altar to the Dead can be found by the cottonwood tree and is a place for remembrance and elevation. Here we honor the spirits of all of the dead; the beloved ancestors, those who have died from cruelty and oppression, the collective dead (egungun) and the unknown. We place the nameless and lost beside our own loved ones.

Altar Tenders act as channels and messengers between the living and the dead. We carry communication between the worlds. During and after the production, we will be performing a ceremony to the spirits. You are invited to visit and are welcome to write messages, light candles, leave offerings, reflect in the mirror, interact with the tree and journey through the leaf labyrinth. After the final show is over, our ceremony will culminate with the deliverance of all messages and offerings.

Puppet Sketch by Amber Moore
Those we love don't go away,
They walk beside us every day,
Unseen, unheard, but always near,
Still loved, still missed and very dear.

Thanks to all those who donated in Diane Miller's name:

Anna & Mark Wheeler
Barbara Peterson
Barbara Piermont
Barbara Vanwatermulen
Brett & Sandra Guidry
Calif Janet
Camilla Madsen
Catherine Curry
Charles Lafave
Cheryl Jacobs
Daniel A Streed
Dawn Chan
Debra Becker
Elaine Barber
Elisabeth Culligan
James & Anne Wandmacher
James & Lyn Haris Orr Chang
Jane Coleman
Jane F Coughlin
Jean Lynch
Jon & Nancy Polster
Margaret & Bradley Schafer
Margaret George
Mark & Janis Ritter
Marlene J Schleimer
Mary B Holisak
Mary Stanislawski
Michael & Joann Dougherty
Minda Rudnick
Paul & Wendy Engelman
Pete & Janet Hauge
Rebecca Farber
Rebecca Gander-Banat
Richard Dube
Richard Miller
Robin Fondow
Sally Hirsh
Sharon Weil
Susan Miller

"Time is the fire in which we all burn."
was a memorable phrase that Soozin Hirshmugl used in "Warped," one of the Barebones show she directed.
She was a bright light in her time. Fierce in her conviction. She will be remembered as a great artist, comrade, collaborator, creator, teacher, stilt performer, leader in mischief, storyteller, puppeteer, and director. She gave a damn with good vigor and gorgeous moments that took the breath away on outdoor stage and in intimate show spaces. Images flood our collective memory, spirit shades of Skull Duggery, bike knights in Babba Yaga, the Soul’s Escort lantern puppet, Skull Maidens and Headless Gents, Golden Fleeces and stilted ice walls. She was a prolific maker and treasured friend who was instrumental in making the magic fuels Barebones Puppets, ArtShanty projects, Winter Shows, Art Sled rallies, May Days, Dumpster Duels, and puppet shows all about the world. She is and will be missed.

Souls’ Escort Lantern puppet by Soozin Hirshmugl - Photo credit unknown.
PERFORMERS

Alan
Alex Eninsche
Alexis Carstensen
Alicia Dvorak
Amy Arsham
Andrew Young
Andy Arshan and Harris
Annaliene Kottner
Asher
Athena Zahn
Autumn
Bariana Nicholson Perkins
Brian Brugioni
Charlotte Smith
Ea
Ella Logan
Ella O’hara
Eva Caddelly
Finley
Grace Fredell
Haley Purvis
Haley Schwantes
Hannah Sinkinson
Heather Barrington
Huck
Janie
Jaq Pau
Jerome Bowden
Jeremy Bowden
Jim Parker
Jim Parker and Mavis
Jordan Rivera
Julia Gustafson
Kallie Melvin
Karen Crist Aalgaard
Kari
Kate
Katie Opstad
Keira Wessee
Kelly
Kiki Wessee
Kim Keen
Kristin Freya
KT Glusac
Kurt
Lacy
Laura Levinson
Lem Carpenter
Lizabeth
Lizbe Buhmann
Madison Reese
Makayla Pinnow
Males
Marian Lucas
Mark Sufford
Mary Jo Nikolai
Mavis
Mavis Parker
Morgan Wessee
Olaf
Olivia Groebner
Olivia Madson
Orren
Paul
Peter Schulze
Peter Zeftel
Rand
Remus Huber
Rio
Sebastian
Sharon Dill
Sierra Meyer
Sonja and Harris
Sophie Lorsung
Starri
Tara
Terry McDaniel
Tre and Amalya Blessing
Ty Chapman
Ulii
Willow Wildheart

3440 BLOOMINGTON AVE.
POWDERHORN PARK
MINNEAPOLIS

OPEN HOURS:
M-F 6:30-6
SAT 7-6  SUN 7:30-6
(612) 729-5627

ORGANIC  FAIR TRADE COFFEE
FREE WIRELESS INTERNET ACCESS
SAFER SPACE COMMITTEE

The Safer Space Committee was created in 2018 as part of BareBones' ongoing commitment to building a culture of consent, respect and inclusion. The Committee provides support for harm reduction, as well as ongoing community education initiatives.

You can expect to see at least one Committee member at most BareBones events. We will be wearing an SSC button, so you can find us easily if you or someone else needs our support. You can also send us a message at saferspace@barebonespuppets.org or through an anonymous form in the contact section of our website.

ON DANCE

This year’s BareBones choreographer is Kristin Freya. Kristin is the artistic director and choreographer of Vox Medusa and Heartbeat Performing Arts Center. For 20+ years, Kristin’s mission with Vox Medusa is to recreate women’s myths and female figures of powerful historical significance, by spinning classical stories with renewed life through a modern lens. Her work merges contemporary dance, original music, live vocals all set in a moving video environment. Her Heartbeat Performing Arts Center is located in Apple Valley. There, her Academy students learn the tools to craft choreography and playwriting with the mission to create their own annual original production.

Both Vox Medusa dancers and Heartbeat Academy students are performing in this year’s BareBones production.

T-Shirt Design by Munir Kahar
SISTERS CAMELOT

Walk into a puppet build workshop, a night time rehearsal, or up the hill after a show, and a person will notice... lots of yummy, free, FOOD! Where does it come from, you may ask? Well, this wonderful nourishment is a direct result of our long standing relationship with the Twin Cities' very own collectively organized and operated non-profit food rescue and distribution entity, Sisters Camelot. BareBones has been partnering with this grassroots, volunteer-driven organization for almost twenty years. We support each others’ missions in strengthening community through the lens of creating something new using materials that may otherwise have been put into the waste stream. Produce and dry goods that are rejected by wholesale distributors are brought to us, and we feed the community - sometimes feeding up to a hundred or more people in a day!

Sisters Camelot has been an integral and beautiful presence after every BareBones performance, when they bring their old fashioned blue bird school bus kitchen to our parking lot to feed all our performers and audience, often numbering in the several hundreds, with warm food and drink after the show, made by their volunteer cooking crew.

Please look them up at sisterscamelot.org to find out more about the organization and how you can donate, or get involved!
It takes more volunteers than bones in the human body to produce the Annual Barebones Halloween Puppet Extravaganza. A roar of “Thank you, all!” to the following known volunteers, collaborators, and supporters of all kind, plus all those unnamed excellent others.
Connecting To Yourself Doesn’t Have to be Scary!

The University of Minnesota’s Bakken Center for Spirituality & Healing offers several mindfulness classes where you can learn to tap into your greatest resource—yourself!

Our mindfulness classes are perfect for beginners with no mindfulness experience or advanced practitioners.

Upcoming learning opportunities include:

- $49 Mindfulness Half-Day Retreats on 11/10 and 12/7
- Mindfulness-Based Stress Reduction, beginning in January
- Intro to Mindfulness, beginning in January

Visit csh.umn.edu to learn more about these courses, other lectures and workshops, and academic opportunities.
LaRonda Schultz
Angie Courchaine
Rah Diavola
Dawn Schot
Starr Hedges
Tara Fahay
Venus DeMars
Andrew Young
Eva Adderley
Kallie Melvin
Gustavo Boada
Brian Brugioni
Mark Safford
Amber Moore
Ty Chapman
Peter Schulze
Tony Biele
Melody Iris Cordes-Ekland
Phil Dumka
Eleanor Cole
Theresa Linnihan
Jeong Ae Eum

Alyssa Kluver
Dio Cramer
Marian Lucas
Akiko Ostlund
Farrington Llewellyn
Duane Tougas
Wyatt Werner
Ashley O’Neill
Kristin Freya
Tiffany Tiesche
Courtney Cochran
Tara Fahay
Tom Pierson

Serena Black
Waffle & Marcela
Rob Czernik
Max Kratzke
Ian Molloy Busse
Jacqueline Zepeda
Pamela Barragan
Fahim Ali Mursal
Haji Haji
Carlos Wong
Luis Diaz-Calle
Kong Xiong
Alan Farnham
Elena Gentor
Susan Hagler

Volunteer Interpreters
Ryan Johnson
Asher Edes
Gretchen Toay
Jodi Monson
Maria Frey

Staff Interpreters
AJ Herculeside
Angelina Roslik
Julie Allen
Alan Farnham
Rebecca Gibson

Puppet Sketch by Gustavo Boada

STAFF

THANKS TO

Acroyoga
Action Auto
Aira Luna
Alison Heimstead
Avalon Healing Farm
Bad Dog Antiques
Bedlam Theatre
Biff’s Portopotties
Brass & Body Works
Brass Messengers
Bread and Puppet
Bryant Lake Restaurants Inc
Budget Truck Rental
Can Can Wonderland
Center for Moving Cultures
Center for Spirituality and Healing
Chicago Avenue Fire Arts
Chicks on Sticks
Chuck Dollar and the Fire Safety Crew
City of St. Paul
City Wide Artists
Conflict Resolution Center
Cycles for Change
D&D Service
Devata Daun
Dirty Romance Novels
East Lake Craft Brewery
Family Tree Clinic
Firefly Credit Union
Fleet Farm
Free Wheel Bike
Gaia Democratic School
Green Barn Garden Center
Hardtimes Cafe
HeartBorne Meditation
Heartbeat Performing Arts Center
Hiawatha Reddy Rents
House of Balls
Hub Bike Co-op
Ile Orunmila Edan
In the Heart of the Beast
Puppet and Mask Theatre
Indeed Brewing Company
Infiammati Fire Circus
Ingebretsen’s
Iya Adelabu Fakoya (Amoke Kubat)
Jack Brass Band
Jazmin
Jazzland Wonderband
Jeanne Evenson
Jim Danielson & Ariel Inc
Julian Mcfaul
Larry at Beckettwood
Laurie Lindahl and Don

Cicozzi
Matchbox Coffee
May Day Café
Merchandise Tent
Mike Handler
Mike Harris
Minnesota Conway Fire & Safety
Mixed Percipation
Moon Palace Books
Mu Performing Arts
Nice Ride MN
North Star Media
Northern Sun Merchandising
On Site Sanitation
Our Revolution Twin Cities
Palmers Bar
Peace Coffee
PolsFussianPictures
Powderhorn Feed Co.
Puppet Farm
Purimatics, Inc.
Quality Propane
Renee Spillum and Seward
Redesign
Repair Lair
Rosa
S.R. Harris
Savers

Seward Cafe
Seward Co-op
Sgt. Pamela Barragan
Sisters’ Camelot
Smart Set
Sophia Worthing and New French Bakery
Southside Family School
Springboard for the Arts
St. Paul Parks and Rec
Tasty Lighting Supply
Temptation Banquet
The Big Blue Box
The City of St. Paul
The Fire Lotus LLC
The Grow Fangs
The Medical Professionals at the First-Aid Tent
The Twin Cities Puppeteers
Tiny Diner
Tony Biele
Tony Christiansen
Twice Citites Puppeteers
Twisted Groove
Vern’s Dumpster Rental Inc.
Warner Stellian
Welna Ace Hardware

REPAIR LAIR
3304 EAST LAKE ST | MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55406
612-729-9095  www.repairlair.com
We are a repair and consignment shop that specializes in outdoor clothing and gear.

Celebrating 5 years in Business!

Spend $50 and get a pair of Merino wool socks when you mention this ad

We love broken zippers!
20% THEATRE COMPANY

We tell the untold stories. We are a theatre for social change.

20% THEATRE COMPANY TWIN CITIES

is committed to supporting and vigorously promoting the work of female and transgender theatre artists, and celebrating the unique contribution of these artists to social justice and human rights.

tctwentypercent.org

Gadfly Theatre Productions Presents

IN A WORLD

November 8th - 17th

Stories from the margins imagining totally new worlds

gadflytheatre.org

TICKETS AVAILABLE NOW!

Support Local Hustle

Pop up food and craft markets featuring all BIPOC* vendors

Instagram @supportlocalhustle

November 16
December 21
February 8
March 21

*Black, Indigenous, People of Color

SUPPORT LOCAL HUSTLE

The Off Lease Art Box
4200 East 54th Street
Minneapolis, MN 55417
November 8 - 23

organizations on this page are led by and function for the empowerment and advancement of queer, trans and BIPOC artists in the twin cities.

RECLAIM

Celebrating 10 Years!

RECLAIM provides financially and culturally accessible mental health support for queer and trans youth so they may reclaim their lives from oppression in all its forms.

www.reclaim.care
612-235-6743
info@reclaim.care

20% THEATRE COMPANY

We tell the untold stories.

We are a theatre for social change.

tctwentypercent.org

in a stand of dying trees

by Shannon TL Kearns

directed by Emily England

SUPPORT LOCAL HUSTLE

Pop up food and craft markets featuring all BIPOC* vendors

Instagram @supportlocalhustle

November 16
December 21
February 8
March 21

*Black, Indigenous, People of Color

uprising theatre company

www.uprisingtheatreco.com/tickets

Support Local Hustle

Pop up food and craft markets featuring all BIPOC* vendors

Instagram @supportlocalhustle

November 16
December 21
February 8
March 21

*Black, Indigenous, People of Color
All the Options, no judgement.

Family Tree Clinic offers free walk-in pregnancy counseling, community education, sliding-scale reproductive health services, and STI testing.

Family Tree
Clinic.org

Call or text:
651.645.0478
ABOUT

BareBones Productions is a 501(c)(3) non-profit arts organization with a mission to bring art into community and community into art through movement, puppetry, and spectacle performance; creative reuse, education, and collaboration. Throughout the year BareBones creates performances and holds residencies featuring puppets both large and small, stilting, fire, aerialists, art bikes, live music, and more. Our season culminates in the Annual Halloween Puppet Extravaganza.

In 1993 artist and puppeteer Alison Heimstead conceived the BareBones Halloween Puppet Extravaganza as her senior thesis project at the University of Minnesota. Inspired by a variety of sources, BareBones combines elements old and new. With hundreds of individuals volunteering to build and perform, the community comes together to create a ritual that honors death and celebrates the Autumn season.

In August, director(s) are chosen and community meetings begin which allows everyone to come together and conceptualize the themes for the upcoming show. Throughout September and October, staff artists and volunteers lead public build workshops and community rehearsals, shaping every aspect of the show.

On the banks of the Mississippi River at Hidden Falls Regional Park, BareBones creates a safe and important space to honor death as a part of life. For five nights, audiences participate in this powerful, creative ritual with an invitation to call out the names of loved ones during the performances, or to visit the Hungry Ghost Altar to privately honor someone who has passed on.

BareBones is a volunteer powered organization and offers many opportunities for the community to get involved. Visit us online at barebonespuppets.org to learn more.

ARTISTS MAKE CHANGE AND MEANING

SPRINGBOARD CAN HELP WITH A JOB BOARD, WORKSHOPS, 1-ON-1 CONSULTATIONS, AND MORE RESOURCES TO MAKE A LIVING & A LIFE

WWW.SPRINGBOARDFORTHEARTS.ORG

This activity is made possible by the voters of Minnesota through a grant from the Metropolitan Regional Arts Council, thanks to a legislative appropriation from the arts and cultural heritage fund.

JOIN US!

Did you know that planning for the Annual BareBones Halloween Puppet Extravaganza starts in January of the incumbent year?

We need your help to make it all happen!

Volunteer as:
a Director on the Board
a website content developer
a grant/proposal writer
a volunteer coordinator
a fundraising developer
a teaching/performing artist
an event organizer

Email BareBones at puppets@barebonespuppets.org and title your email “I WANNA GET INVOLVED” for more information.